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Abstract—In this letter, we propose a lightweight yet effec-
tive Topology Guided Kinodynamic planner (TGK-Planner) for
quadrotor aggressive flights with limited onboard computing re-
sources. The proposed system follows the traditional hierarchical
planning workflow, with novel designs to improve the robustness
and efficiency in both the pathfinding and trajectory optimization
sub-modules. Firstly, we propose the topology guided graph, which
roughly captures the topological structure of the environment
and guides the state sampling of a sampling-based kinodynamic
planner. In this way, we significantly improve the efficiency of
finding a safe and dynamically feasible trajectory. Then, we refine
the smoothness and continuity of the trajectory in an optimiza-
tion framework, which incorporates the homotopy constraint to
guarantee the safety of the trajectory. The optimization program
is formulated as a sequence of quadratic programmings (QPs) and
can be iteratively solved in a few milliseconds. Finally, the proposed
system is integrated into a fully autonomous quadrotor and vali-
dated in various simulated and real-world scenarios. Benchmark
comparisons show that our method outperforms state-of-the-art
methods with regard to efficiency and trajectory quality. Moreover,
we will release our code as an open-source package.1

Index Terms—Aerial systems, applications, collision avoidance,
motion and path planning.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN RECENT years, although many works have been pro-
posed toward online aerial planning, it is still challenging

for quickly generating high-speed kinodynamic trajectories in
a resource-limited quadrotor. Due to the complexity of the
environment and system dynamics, generating an optimal and
executable trajectory usually takes the price of high compu-
tational overhead. Moreover, for a quadrotor flying at high
speed, re-planning has to be finished in a short time to react
to unpredictable obstacles. For a cheap platform, especially the
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commercial quadrotor with a limited computing budget, the
above two requirements are hard to be satisfied at the same time,
making the high aggressiveness hard to achieve on the premise
of safety guarantee. Some works [1], [2] integrate perception
with planning for high-speed flight by using motion primitive
libraries. However, the restricted primitive set guarantees no
optimality, and the discretization makes long-term trajectories
inconsistent.

In this letter, we investigate the above research gap and pro-
pose a systematic approach to bridge it. Our method follows the
traditional hierarchical planning workflow, which consists of a
kinodynamic planner that finds a trajectory according to a coarse
system dynamics, and an optimizer that improves the smooth-
ness and continuity of the trajectory. For kinodynamic planning
in high-dimensional state spaces, sampling-based planners have
great potential in efficiency by designing smart sampling strate-
gies. Imagine this situation: a quadrotor flies along a corridor at
high speed, states sampled towards the walls are most probably
not useful, while a state with a velocity along the corridor
certainly benefits the planning. Besides, many sampling-based
methods have the anytime nature, which especially suits fast
flight by improving the optimality of the plan while executing
it [3].

Therefore, we adopt a sampling-based front-end and effi-
ciently sample states with environmental awareness. Our front-
end builds a topological structure capturing the free space’s con-
nectivity and then generates a high-quality feasible trajectory.
Based on this trajectory, we design a lightweight optimization-
based back-end to further improve its key attributes, smoothness
and continuity, with a guarantee on its safety and dynamical
feasibility. The proposed back-end fully exploits assets of our
front-end, which are, reasonable homotopy residence and rea-
sonable time allocation, by incorporating them into the objective.
Furthermore, efficiency and optimality are retained by formu-
lating the optimization as a sequence of QPs with closed-form
solutions.

this letter highlights its efficiency in both the front-end and
back-end, guarantees the asymptotic optimality, and retains the
robustness and quality of the generated trajectory. We summarize
the contributions as follow:

1) A sampling-based kinodynamic planning front-end, which
significantly improves the efficiency of kinodynamic RRT* [4]
algorithm by environment guided state sampling, and the cost
converges in a few milliseconds.

2) A lightweight yet effective trajectory refinement back-end,
which exploits the front-end assets to improve the smoothness
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and continuity of the trajectory by a sequence of least-square
optimization.

3) Integrating the proposed methods which suits both global
and local trajectory generation into a fully autonomous quadro-
tor system, presenting extensive benchmark and experimental
validations, and releasing source code for the reference of the
community.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Kinodynamic Planning

Kinodynamic planning can be roughly divided into search-
based and sampling-based. Search-based methods discretize the
control space and use motion primitives to search for a solution
with piece-wise constant controls. Recent typical works [5], [6]
develop efficient heuristics by solving an unconstrained linear-
quadratic energy-time minimization problem. However, in those
methods, the resolution must be carefully chosen to make a
trade-off between solution existence and search-space com-
plexity. Besides, they leave apparent discontinuities in control
inputs. For sampling-based methods, RRT-based algorithms are
naturally extendable to kinodynamic systems by sampling in the
state space. However, tree expansion can be extremely inefficient
for complicated dynamics in high-dimensional state space. This
is mainly caused by inefficient boundary value problem (BVP)
solving and invalid state sampling. Webb et al. [4] derives the
closed-form solutions to solve the BVP for linearized systems
with a nilpotent dynamics matrix, which saves the computational
overhead. Nevertheless, too much computation is wasted on
connecting invalid samples, making it impossible for real-time
usage on embedded platforms. To increase the probability of
obtaining valid samples, it is necessary to design a strategy
to bias/guide the sampling process. Some works [7]–[9] build
sparse skeleton graphs of the environment and generate samples
alongside edges of the graph. These works only consider cases
in the R3 space, and extracting a complete topological graph
is rather time-consuming as the scale and complexity of the
environment grow. In this letter, we build our front-end upon [4]
and propose a simple yet effective topology extraction method
to guide the sampling.

B. Trajectory Optimization

Trajectory optimization is essential in improving the path
found by the front-end to meet the full system dynamics.
The minimum-snap formulation [10] is widely adopted due
to its simplicity and efficiency. In [11], the authors further
convert it to an unconstrained quadratic programming (QP)
problem and solve it in closed-form. The safety and dynamic
feasibility of the trajectory is ensured by iteratively adding
intermediate waypoints to the path and solving the QP. Some
works [5] [12]–[14] extract obstacle-free corridors represented
by a sequence of convex enclosed shapes, and then generate
safe trajectories within the free space by convex optimization.
Although these works enjoy the convexity in their formulations,
too many hard-constraints impose intensive computational over-
head, thus preventing them from being used in cheap platforms.
Besides, no dynamics is considered in their front-end, making

Algorithm 1: Kinodynamic RRT*.
1: Notation: Environment E , Tree T , State x
2: Initialize: T ← ∅ ∪ {xinit}
3: for i = 1 to ndo
4: xrandom ← Sample(E)
5: Xbackward ← BackwardNear(T , xrandom)
6: if Xbackward �= ∅ then
7: xmin ← ChooseParent(Xbackward, xrandom)
8: T ← T ∪ {xrandom}
9: Xforward ← ForwardNear(T , xrandom)

10: if Xforward �= ∅ then
11: Rewire(T , Xforward)
12: end if
13: end if
14: end for
15: return T

the optimization process always over-conservative. Gradient-
based methods [15]–[17] formulate trajectory optimization as
non-linear optimization problems with penalties on collision,
control, and constraint violation. For ensuring safety, a costly
Euclidean signed distance field (ESDF) has to be established,
and the integration of cost terms is usually expensive. Some
recent works [6], [18] mitigate these issues by parameterizing
the trajectory as B-splines, and aggregate costs only on discrete
control points. However, due to the underlying nonlinearity of
the optimization program, it can not guarantee a good final
solution and is sensitive to the initial guess. In this letter, we
formulate our optimization problem as a sequence of QPs and
utilize the topological information from the front-end, to design
a fast and robust optimization pipeline.

III. KINODYNAMIC TRAJECTORY PLANNING

We briefly review the Kinodynamic RRT* [4] algorithm, and
then present our environment guided sampling strategy which
significantly facilitates the efficiency.

A. Kinodynamic RRT* Framework

The main workflow of the Kinodynamic RRT* [4] is described
in Algorithm 1, where a tree T grows from the initial state
xinit towards the goal state xgoal. Every time a valid state
xrandom is sampled, a subset of T , Xbackward whose elements
can connect to xrandom are found though BackwardNear(). If
Xbackward is not empty, then a node xmin with the minimum
transition cost is chosen as the parent node of xrandom through
ChooseParent(), and xrandom is added to the tree T . Moreover,
ForwardNear() searches in T for a node set Xforward whose
elements thatxrandom can connect to, and then Rewire() checks
for every state inXforward whether it can be reached by a lower
cost route though xrandom. The loop terminates when either
the maximum sampling number or the running time exceeds.
Finally, the trajectory is obtained by tracing back from xgoal

through its parent recursively, if xgoal is connected with any
state node in the tree. A visualization is provided in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 1. Fast autonomous flight in unknown in(out)-door environments. Video
is at https://youtu.be/nNS0p8h5zAk.

Fig. 2. (a) The generated trees (green) and the first feasible trajectory found
by our guided sampling strategy (orange) in 3 ms; and (b) by uniformly random
sampling (blue) in 100 ms.

B. Optimal States Transition

The cornerstone in the above Algorithm 1 is the optimal
connection of two states. In [4], a general form of the connection
for systems with a nilpotent dynamics matrix and a mixed
time/energy cost criterion is derived. Specifically, we fit it to
our model and derive optimal solutions using standard optimal
control techniques. In this letter, the transition cost from state
x0 to state x1 is defined as:

c(x0,x1) =

∫ τ

0

(ρ+
1

2
u(t)Tu(t))dt, (1)

where τ is the time duration and ρ is the weight. Minimizing the
cost is equivalent to solve a fixed-endpoint, free-time optimal
control problem [19]:

minJ (x(t)) =
∫ τ

0

L(t,x(t), ẋ(t),u(t))dt

s.t. f(t,x,u)− ẋ(t) = 0,

x(0) = x0, x(τ) = x1,

x(t) ∈ X free, u(t) ∈ Ufree, (2)

where Lagrangian L is the cost functional defined in Eq. 1, and
f(t,x,u) is the differential constraint of the system:

ẋ(t) = Ax(t) +Bu(t), (3)

x(t) =

[
p(t)

ṗ(t)

]
, A =

[
0 I

0 0

]
, B =

[
0

I

]
,

u(t) = p̈(t), p(t) =
[
px(t), py(t), pz(t)

]T
, (4)

which is modeled as a linear system according to the quadrotor’s
differential flatness property [10].

According to the calculus of variation, the Hamiltonian is
written as H(t,x,u,λ) = L+ λTf , where λ(t) is the costate
vector. In our case, the optimal arriving time τ ∗ satisfies
H(τ ∗,x,u,λ) = 0, which is an equation of 4th order poly-
nomial whose coefficients are fully determined by boundary
conditions. After solving this equation, τ ∗ is obtained and the
problem becomes a fixed-endpoint, fixed-time problem.

Let u∗ and x∗ be the optimal control and state trajectory
separately, we now apply Pontryagin Maximum Principle [19]
to characterize u∗. The state x∗ and costate λ∗ must satisfy the
following canonical equations:{

λ̇
∗
= −∂H(t,x∗,u∗,λ∗)/∂x,

ẋ∗ = ∂H(t,x∗,u∗,λ∗)/∂λ.
(5)

If assuming the control and state unbounded, the maximizer
ofH satisfies∂H/∂u∗ = 0. Solving this equation along with the
boundary and transversality conditions, we obtain the optimal
solution pair {u∗(t), p∗(t)} which is:

p∗k(t) =
1

6
ck,3t

3 +
1

2
ck,2t

2 + ck,1t+ ck,0,

u∗k(t) = ck,3t+ ck,2, k ∈ {x, y, z}. (6)

The corresponding optimal cost can be derived from Eq. 1. We
then check the feasibility of the unconstrained optimal solution
pair {u∗(t), p∗(t)}, and consider the connection failed if it
violates any constraints. Note, although this simplification of
the maximizer ofH sacrifices some feasible samples, it greatly
accelerates the BVP solving and facilities the overall efficiency.

C. Approximate Topological Graph Guided Sampling

As intuitively stated in Sect. I, a uniformly random sampling
of the free states is inefficient. We here use a method to quickly
construct a topology guided graph, which approximately cap-
tures the topological structure of the environment, as shown in
Fig 3. The environment is represented as an occupancy grid map.
To construct the graph, an optimal path directly connectingxinit

and xgoal is firstly planned without considering any obstacles
(Fig. 3, red curve). Along the path, we record positions where
the path goes in and out of obstacles, denoting as pi

in and pi
out.

Connecting each pair of them forms traversal lines (Fig. 3,
dashed blue line). Then, starting from the middle point of each
traversal line, we do ray tracing (Fig. 3, dashed orange line)
in the direction perpendicular to the traversal line and level to
the horizontal plane. The tracing stops when an obstacle-free
grid is found on both sides, and the stopping grids are taken
as vertices of the graph, which are of the same height as the
middle point of the corresponding traversal line. Positions of
xinit and xgoal are also graph vertices. Finally, the graph is
constructed by connecting the vertices from start to goal. Unlike

https://youtu.be/nNS0p8h5zAk
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Fig. 3. (a) Illustration of constructing a topological graph. Orange lines form
the graph and green fans represent the probabilistic-based sampling region of
states. (b) (c) Graph (Orange) and state samples (Green dots represent state
position and red lines represent state velocity) in 3D environments. The initial
velocity is nonzero.

[20] and other methods that desire complete topological graphs
in obstacle-free areas, our graph captures the partial topological
structure of the environment in a much cheaper way. As a
sacrifice, the graph edges (Fig. 3, solid orange line) are not
guaranteed collision-free. However, this is acceptable since we
sample state positions in free space in the vicinity of these edges
with a normal distribution, as shown in Fig. 3. As for state
velocity, its direction is sampled with a normal distribution to
deviate from the direction of edges. Its magnitude is sampled
according to speed limits.

IV. FAST TRAJECTORY REFINEMENT

As stated before, a trajectory obtained from the front-end
(Sect. III) is based on a coarse dynamic model and, therefore,
has relatively low fidelity despite it meets all constraints. In
this section, we show how to efficiently improve the continuity
and smoothness, by incorporating the homotopy structure of the
front-end trajectory.

A. Problem Formulation

For each dimension, consider an m-segment, nth-order poly-
nomial trajectory pm(t) = c0 + c1t+ c2t

2 · · ·+ cnt
n, and let

cm = [c0, c1, c2, . . . , cn]
T be the coefficient of themth segment,

our goal is to find the optimal coefficient for each segment of
the trajectory.

To optimize the trajectory, we investigate the proposed front-
end, and build our back-end based on some special properties of
its solution. Firstly, the quadrotor dynamics is roughly captured
in the front-end, making the initial path be in a reasonable
homotopy class (geometric region). As proved by [5], [21], a
much better trajectory can be obtained starting from this initial
trajectory and search in its nearby solution space. Secondly, the

Fig. 4. Illustration of the homotopy constraint. (a) In our method, the initial
path (solid red curve) attracts optimized paths (red dashed curves). In many
others, an ESDF pushes path (orange curves) away from obstacles. (b) For a
highly nonconvex optimization, solutions of different homotopy classes fall in
different “pits” (nearby solution spaces of local minima) of the objective.

trajectory satisfies all the constraints imposed by the acceler-
ation input model, including safety constraints and dynamical
constraints. It is C0 and C1 continuous but only segment-wise
C2 continuous, that is, the acceleration changes abruptly in con-
joined points between every two consecutive segments, although
it is continuous within each segment. We define the acceleration
differences between segments as an acceleration gap and aim to
minimize it in the following optimization progress since the gap
leads to quadrotor attitude jitters, which harm the control a lot.

Based on the above observations, we let the objective J make
out of three terms, and the problem becomes:

min J = λsJs + λhJh + λcJc

s.t. x(t) ∈ X free, u(t) ∈ Ufree, (7)

where Js is the cost of overall smoothness, Jh the term that
penalizes the difference in homotopy class compared with the
front-end trajectory, Jc the term that penalizes acceleration
discontinuity between segments, and λs, λh, λc the weights.

Here, the homotopy penalty Jh is essential, since it makes the
online optimization with the above highly nonlinear constraints
solvable. By adding this term, we turn the safety constraint from
a collision rejecting one to a feasible solution attracting one,
and avoid the expensive computation for an ESDF, as shown in
Fig. 4(a). Besides, it significantly narrows the alternative solu-
tions to a nearby solution space of the initial feasible solution,
as shown in Fig. 4(b). Based on all these above, we design
our optimization framework as a homotopy penalized, soft-
constrained, iterative optimization problem. Fortunately, since
all cost terms are quadratic, each iteration of the optimization has
a closed-form optimal solution that is efficient and numerically
stable.

B. Quadratic Objective Construction

1) Smoothness Cost: Js is formulated as the integral of the
squared derivative of the trajectory:

Js =
∑

k∈{x,y,z}

∫ T

0

[p
(j)
k (t)]2dt

=
∑

k∈{x,y,z}

m∑
i=1

cT
i,k

∫ ti

0

t(j)(t(j))Tdt ci,k

=
∑

k∈{x,y,z}
cTQsc, (8)
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where T = t1 + t2 + · · ·+ tm is the total duration of the
trajectory and ti the duration for each segment. t(j) =
dj [1, t, t2, . . . , tn]T/dtj is the jth-order derivative vector of
t = [1, t, t2, . . . , tn]T, and cT = [cT

1,k, c
T
2,k, . . . , c

T
m,k] is the co-

efficient vector of m segments.
2) Homotopy Cost: The homotopy cost Jh is formulated as

the integration over the squared difference between positions of
the optimized trajectory and the original trajectory:

Jh =
∑

k∈{x,y,z}

∫ T

0

[pk(t)− p∗k(t)]
2dt

=
∑

k∈{x,y,z}

m∑
i=1

(ci,k − c∗i,k)
T
∫ ti

0

ttTdt (ci,k − c∗i,k)

=
∑

k∈{x,y,z}
(c− c∗)TQh(c− c∗), (9)

where p∗(t) is the original trajectory with c∗ its coefficient vector
of m segments.

By adding this term, the optimizer will force the optimized
trajectory to be close to the original one, thus more likely to be
residing in free spaces of the same homotopy class.

3) Continuity Cost: We penalize the acceleration gap for
approaching near C2 continuity. The continuity cost is defined
as:

Jc =
∑

k∈{x,y,z}

m−1∑
i=1

[p̈i,k(ti)− p̈i+1,k(0)]
2

=
∑

k∈{x,y,z}

m−1∑
i=1

[cT
i,kt

(2)|t=ti − cT
i+1,kt

(2)|t=0]
2

=
∑

k∈{x,y,z}
cTQcc, (10)

where p̈i,k(ti) is the terminal acceleration of the ith segment and
p̈i+1,k(0) is the beginning acceleration of the (i+ 1)th segment,
both in the in k dimension.

Here, we formulate the acceleration gap penalty as a soft
constraint, since imposing a hard constraint of overall C2 conti-
nuity may prevent finding a feasible solution, especially among
extremely cluttered obstacles. Considering safety as the top
priority for planning, a minor acceleration gap is acceptable in
exchange for higher possibilities to find trajectories with strict
safety guarantees.

With the terms mentioned above, the overall objective func-
tion is written in a quadratic form:

min J = λsJs + λhJh + λcJc

=
∑

k∈{x,y,z}
[cT(λsQs + λhQh + λcQc)c

− 2λhc
TQhc

∗ + λh(c
∗)TQhc

∗]

s.t. Ac = d, (11)

where c is the decision variable, and Ac = d is the boundary
derivative constraints for each segments. The cost is independent
of each axis and can be solved separately.

C. Closed-Form Solution for Each Iteration

As described in [11], a piecewise polynomial trajectory can be
expressed in term of boundary derivatives instead of coefficients
of each segment:

c = K

[
df

dp

]
, K = A−1C, (12)

where matrix K maps the coefficients vector c to the derivatives
vector which is reordered as fixed derivativesdf and free deriva-
tives dp (the decision variables). Details about the construction
of the mapping matrix are described in [11].

In this way, the objective can be rewritten in an unconstrained
formulation in each dimension as:

J =

[
df

dp

]T

KT(λsQs + λhQh + λcQc)K

[
df

dp

]

− 2λh

[
df

dp

]T

KTQhc
∗ + λh(c

∗)TQhc
∗. (13)

Denote KT(λsQs + λhQh + λcQc)K as matrix R,
KTQhc

∗ as matrix Z. Omit constants in J which do not
affect the optimal solution, the Jacobian of J with respect to dp

in one axis is:

∂J

∂dp
= 2Rpfdf + 2Rppdp − 2λhZp, (14)

where Rxx and Zx are block matrices of R and Z. Let the
Jacobian equal 0, and we get the closed-form solution of the
decision variables:

dp = R−1pp (λhZp −Rpfdf ). (15)

As is noted above, we temporarily ignore all the inequality
constraints and derive the formulation as an unconstrained QP.
Given time durations of trajectory segments and the weights
of cost terms, the solution that minimizes the overall cost can
be obtained efficiently in closed-form. To ensure the feasibility
of the final solution, after solving Eq. 15, we check whether
safety and dynamical feasibility constraints are violated in each
iteration, as shown in Algorithm 2. This is done by an extremely
efficient continuous-time feasibility checker proposed in [22].
With our kinodynamic front-end providing initial trajectories
with proper time allocation, the feasibility constraints are prone
to be satisfied, as shown in our experimental tests.

D. Optimization Process

The optimization process is shown in Algorithm2. Denote
rc = λc/(λs + λh + λc) and rh = λh/(λs + λh). The initial
value of rc is set close to 1 to prefer continuous acceleration
between segments, and the initial value of rh is also set close to
1 to make the solution similar to the original feasible one. As
shown above, in each iteration of the first loop, rc is decreased by
dr,c while rh is fixed, and a temporary trajectory is obtained by
ClosedFormSolve() with Eq.15, once this temporary trajectory
is checked infeasible, the iteration stops and rc is fixed. In
this way, the segment-wise acceleration discontinuity is heavily
penalized, and we will obtain a solution with nearC2 continuity.
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Fig. 5. Comparison of our guided sampling strategy and random sampling
method. The inner figure shows the detailed result between 0 to 0.1 s.

Algorithm 2: Iterative Optimization.
1: Notation: Environment E , Trajectory π
2: Initialize: rc ← rc,init, rh ← rh,init, π ← πinit

3: while rc > 0 do
4: πtemp ← ClosedFormSolve(rc, rh)
5: π ← πtemp

6: if ¬ CheckFeasible(π, E) then break;
7: end if
8: rc ← rc − dr,c
9: end while

10: while rh > 0 do
11: πtemp ← ClosedFormSolve(rc, rh)
12: π ← πtemp

13: if ¬ CheckFeasible(π, E) then break;
14: end if
15: rh ← rh − dr,h
16: end while
17: return π

In the second loop, rc is fixed and rh is decreased by dr,h in
each iteration. As rh continues to decrease, the importance of the
smoothness term increase. Thus it seeks a smoother trajectory in
a relatively small solution space around the solution of the same
homotopy class provided by the original trajectory, meanwhile
satisfying the feasibility checking.

V. BENCHMARK COMPARISONS

A. Sampling Strategy

We compare our proposed topology guided sampling strategy
with typical uniform sampling. We conduct a random simulation
in a 40× 40× 3m environment with 100 randomly deployed
obstacles and starting and goal positions. All the benchmark
computations are done with a 2.2 GHz Intel i7-4702HQ proces-
sor. We limit the maximum planning time to 10 s and take the
trajectory cost of our method as a baseline. The optimality ratio
against planning time is shown in Fig. 5.

As shown in Fig. 5, using our guided sampling strategy, the
cost decreases rapidly after the first solution found within a few
milliseconds. In contrast, it takes hundreds of milliseconds to
find the first trajectory with uniformly random sampling, and
the cost takes much longer time to approach the optimum. As
also validated in this figure, given a time budget, our method

TABLE I
FRONT-END COMPARISON RESULTS OF 10-15 M GOALS IN 150

OBSTACLES ENVIRONMENT

generates more feasible samples due to the reasonable state
distribution. Therefore, our method has a higher possibility of
accessing a better solution and converges faster. Fig. 2 presents
an illustrative sample of the comparison.

B. Quadrotor Planning System

We conduct benchmark comparisons against the state-of-
the-art quadrotor online planning methods in three-folds: the
front-end kinodynamic planning, the back-end trajectory opti-
mization, and the integrated systematic results. Simulations are
conducted in environments with different obstacle densities and
starting-goal distances. The velocity and acceleration limits are
set as 5 m/s and 6 m/s2.

1) Comparisons of the Kinodynamic Planning: For the front-
end, the first feasible trajectory found by our method is compared
against Zhou’s. As shown in Table I, our method finds trajecto-
ries with much lower control costs, shorter trajectory length,
higher success rate, and comparable computing time. Since
our method generates properly distributed state samples and
explores the environment according to the topological structure,
it finds a solution with fewer states expanded. Besides, it better
exploits the results of BVPs and generates piece-wise linear
inputs instead of the piece-wise constant ones of method [6],
thus improves the smoothness. Although our method has slightly
higher computing time, it provides a much better initial trajec-
tory and thus significantly alleviates the computational burden
of the back-end, as validated below.

2) Comparisons of the Trajectory Optimization: For fair
comparisons, we use the same path returned by our front-end
planner as the initial value for Zhou’s [6] that adopts a B-spline
formulation and optimize control points in a distance field with
gradient descent to ensure safety, Richter’s [11] that optimizes
derivatives on waypoints through an unconstrained QP while
adjusting time allocation by gradient descent and scaling, and
Mellinger’s [10] that optimizes time allocation with total du-
ration fixed and use backtracking gradient descent. For Torde-
sillas’s [14], front-end paths are found by informed-RRT*. For
waypoints-based methods Richter’s and Mellinger’s, both trape-
zoidal time initialization and the time allocation produced by our
kinodynamic front-end are used and compared (denoted as T and
K, respectively). When collisions occur in a particular segment,
a point from the collision-free front-end path is added as an
additional waypoint. The trajectory is then re-optimized, and the
process is repeated until the whole trajectory is collision-free.
The stopping criterion for each iteration is set as 5 ms running
time. The results are shown in Table II and Fig. 6. Our proposed
method generates much smoother and shorter trajectories in
much less time. This is because the compared ones adopt an
underlying non-convex gradient-based formulation and require
expensive computations for a general nonlinear optimization
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TABLE II
BACK-END COMPARISON RESULTS

Fig. 6. An instance of trajectories generated by different methods. The 3D
obstacles are set transparent to provide better views.

solver to converge. Our method, however, enjoys the convex
formulation to find the optimal solutions in its every iteration.
[6] checks collision in an ESDF which requires extra compu-
tation (50 ms in the testing case). [14] builds a free corridor
and perform MIQP with it. [11] and [10] do not account for
collision in optimization thus may require many iterations to
find a collision-free trajectory. Our method, however, avoids
these by incorporating the collision-free front-end trajectory into
the objective. Note that although the proposed method does not
optimize time allocation, our final trajectory duration is less than
Richter’s and Mellinger’s that use trapezoidal initialization, and
is comparable to the ones that use the time allocation of our
kinodynamic front-end.

3) Comparisons of the Integrated Results: For the integrated
comparison, results of different scenarios are shown in Fig. 7.
As an entire planning pipeline, our system generates trajectories
with much lower control cost in each scenario and less time used
in relatively short distances. However, as the goal distance and
obstacle density increase, our method requires a bit more time
than Zhou’s method. For a planning problem with a large scale,
samples near the goal are inferior to grow the tree since they
are less likely to safely connect to an existing state, especially
in complex environments. However, this is not critical since for
common real-world applications, the sensing range and planning
horizon of a lightweight drone are usually within 10 m, or even
5 m. It is verified in our real-world tests in Sec. VI.

VI. FLIGHT EXPERIMENTS

A. Experiment Settings

We conduct autonomous flight experiments in both indoor and
outdoor unknown cluttered environments. The flight platform
we use is a customized quadrotor equipped with a forward-
facing RealSense D435i2 and an N3 flight controller3 for depth

2[Online]. Available: https://www.intelrealsense.com/depth-camera-d435i/
3[Online]. Available: https://www.dji.com/cn/n3

Fig. 7. Comparison of the integrated results in environment of different
obstacle densities and different distance goals.

sensing and flight control. Collision checking is done with
occupancy grid maps [23] fused by the depths and the poses
estimated. Unknown space is treated as free. Replan is conducted
when obstacles are newly perceived or new goals are set. All
the computations are done online with an onboard computer
Manifold2-C.4

B. Waypoints Navigation

The quadrotor, with limited sensing range (3 m) and field
of view (60◦), navigates to a goal of about 50 m and 15 m
away and then come back in the outdoor and indoor flight
tests, respectively. The executed trajectories are depicted in
Fig. 8 and Fig. 9. In the outdoor flight, the quadrotor operates
in previously unknown dense and unstructured woods. In the
indoor environment, the obstacles are more massive and cause
more occlusions. Thus some obstacles are more likely to appear
suddenly. In these experiments, our planner shows its capability
to facilitate autonomous navigation while avoiding obstacles.
More details are available in the video.

C. Fast Replan Tasks

To further challenge our planner and test the replan perfor-
mance, we conduct tasks with continually changing goals for the
quadrotor to chase in unknown cluttered woods. Replan happens
whenever the goal changes or the current tracking path is blocked
by a newly detected obstacle. In the first task, the quadrotor is
made to chase after a fast-moving target, a QR code board, which
determines the goal position (See Fig. 1(b)). In the second task,
the goals are set and changed arbitrarily and abruptly at any
time during flight by an operator. Our drone keeps a speed over
3 m/s while planning new trajectories as soon as newly observed
obstacles block the current flight trajectory. Higher speed can be
achieved with longer confidence sensing range and less latency,
which is mainly caused by map fusion. We refer readers to the
video for more flight tests.

4[Online]. Available: https://www.dji.com/cn/manifold-2

https://www.intelrealsense.com/depth-camera-d435i/
https://www.dji.com/cn/n3
https://www.dji.com/cn/manifold-2
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Fig. 8. Outdoor flights. The quadrotor flies about 100 m with an average speed of about 3 m/s. Velocity profiles are plotted in the video.

Fig. 9. Indoor flights. (a) The trajectory planned back (blue) is smoother than
the departure trajectory (red) since it has seen part of the environment in the
previous flight. (b) The quadrotor makes a turn when facing a wall right after
flying through a gate. The average speed is about 2.5 m/s. (c) The first person
view.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this letter, a novel online motion planning framework for
quadrotor fast flight is proposed. The method is composed of
1) a guided sampling-based kinodynamic planner for finding an
initial safe, kinodynamiclly feasible and time-energy optimal
trajectory and 2) a homotopy penalized, soft constrained, itera-
tive optimizer to further improve the smoothness and continuity
of the trajectory. Benchmark comparisons show that our method
outperforms the state-of-the-art methods in both efficiency and
optimality. Moreover, we validate our method in simulated and
real-world challenging tasks. In the future, we plan to further
improve the obstacle clearance of the refined trajectory and
challenge our method for large-scale problems.
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